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Abstract. There is no general consensus on how to decide if a particular design
violates a model quality. In fact, we find in literature some defects described
textually, detecting these design defects is usually a difficult problem. Deciding
which object suffer from one defect depends heavily on the interpretation of
each analyst. Experts often need to minimize design defects in software systems
to improve the design quality. In this paper we propose a design defect detection approach based on object oriented metrics. We generate, using gradual
rules, detection rules for each design defect at model level. We aim to extract,
for each design defects, the correlation of co-variation of object oriented metrics. They are then modeled in a standard way, using the proposed UML profile
for design defect modeling. We experiment our approach on 16 design defects
using 32 object oriented metrics.
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Introduction

Design defects which are also called design anomalies, refer to design situations that
adversely affect the development of software like bad smells [9] and antipatterns [2].
The first one (i.e., bad smells) was proposed by Beck [9]. In fact, the author defines
22 sets of symptoms of common defects. The second one (i.e., anti-patterns) was introduced by Brown et al. [2]. A set of refactoring suggestions are associate for each
defect type. Detecting these defects at the model level is a promising way to improve
software maintenance process [4][6][21]. In addition, it is difficult to identify and
express these anomalies as rules [17], since they are not formalized and based on a
simple textual description.
In general, design defects are evaluated using rules in the form of metric/threshold
combinations. Some works propose rules manually identified [1][17], other propose
algorithms that generate these rules[5][11][14]. Both approaches are suffering from
two major difficulties. The first one is due to the large number of possible metrics
combinations, in fact, it is difficult to find the best suitable rule. The second problem

is to find the best threshold for each metric. In this paper, we propose a predictive
design defects detection that focuses on model level in order to correct them before
there propagation to the code. Also, instead of affecting a threshold for metrics, we
generate, using gradual rules a correlation of co-variation of metrics characterizing
the object oriented design defects. We model each defect using UML profile, defect
are then represented as an UML class diagram summarizing the relevant information
from the most significant textual descriptions in literature.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present the related works. In section 3, we give the problem statement. In Section 4, we introduce
the general process of the approach. In sections 5, we validate the proposed approach
and section 6 is reserved for conclusion.
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Related works

Several studies have recently focused on detecting design defects in software using
different techniques. In [14] authors propose a new framework M-RAFACTOR for
the detection and correction of design defects based on object oriented metrics.
Marinescu [9] defined a list of rules relying on metrics to detect what he calls design
flaws of OO design at method, class and subsystem levels. Erni et al. [18] use metrics
to evaluate frameworks with the goal of improving them. Another model refactoring
is presented by Marc Van Kempen et al. [13], based on SAAT (Software Architecture
Analysis Tool). It allows calculating metrics about UML models the metrics are then
used to identify the flaws or anti-patterns. Authors represent the structure using class
diagrams, and the behaviour of each class using statecharts. After that they examine
the metrics for refactoring a centralized control structure into one that employs more
delegation. For the four previous contributions it is difficult to manually define
threshold values for metrics in the rules.Moha et al. [15], in their DÉCOR approach,
they start by describing defect symptoms using an abstract rule language. These descriptions involve different notions, such as class roles and structures. In [11] defect
detection is considered as an optimization problem. They propose an approach for the
automatic detection of potential design defects in code. The detection is based on the
notion that the more code deviates from good practices, the more likely it is bad.
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Problem Statement

There are many open issues that need to be addressed when detecting design defects.
In this paper, we first focus on how to define detection rules when dealing with quantitative information and then how to give a unified representation of defects specifications.
In fact, we notice that the textual description of design defects presented by authors
depend on a subjective interpretations of analysts. As fact, for a same design we can
find variable set of defects depending on the criteria’s used by designer team. To
bridge the gap between the description and the detection process, each design defect
must be formalized for the standardization of the definition of symptoms detection. In

this paper we intend to use gradual rules to formalize design defects. In the context of
our research the generated gradual rules are represented as a correlation of covariation of object oriented metrics. Once, gradual rules identified each design defect
is then modeled using the UML profile for design defects. We have proposed an UML
profile for design defect modeling. It summarizes the most relevant information and
replaces all textual descriptions existing in literature by one class diagram for each
design defect.
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The General process

As presented in figure 1, we start with the domain analysis of the knowledge extracted
from the textual description of design defects. In fact, domain analysis is a process in
which information used in developing software systems is identified, captured, and
organized to be reusable when creating new systems [8]. In our context, information
about design defects must be well structured and reusable for the automated detection
process. Thus, we have studied the textual descriptions of design defects. We present
an antipattern example named the Blob.
Set of
Gradual
rules

Domain
analysis

Extraction of
gradual rules

Modeling
design defects

Base of
example

UML
Profile

Design defects
represented as
class diagrams

Fig. 1. General process

The Blob (called also God class [16]) corresponds to a large controller class that depends on data stored in surrounded data classes. A large class declares many fields
and methods with a low cohesion. After the domain analysis for the Blob antipattern,
we extract the relevant information. Indeed the blob is an interclass and behavioral
defect, related to static and behavioral diagrams. The detection of the blob is based on
the analysis of the class diagram and the sequence diagrams. As presented in table1,
this research is based on 16 design defects.
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Table 1. Classification of design defects

These design defects are evaluated using object oriented metrics that are also identified at this step. Metrics must be measurable at model level, and useful for detection
process. In our work we have identified 32 metrics. In what follows, we present some
of these metrics:
Access To Foreign Data (ATFD) [12] represents the number of external classes
from which a given class accesses attributes, directly or via accessor-methods.
Weighted Method Count (WMC) [3] is the sum of the complexity of all methods in
a class.
Attribute Per method (APM) is defined as the ratio of the metrics Number of attributes (NOA) and (NOM).
After the metrics identification step we extract for each defect the most significant
gradual rules that express the correlation of co-variation of the object oriented metrics. We propose an approach that uses knowledge from previously manually inspected projects, called defects examples.
4.1

Mining gradual rules

In our research, gradual rules are used to evaluate poor design by detecting bad smells
and antipatterns. Mining gradual rule has been extensively used in fuzzy command
systems. However, in last decade, the data mining community has been interested in
extracting such kind of rules [7] [10] [19] [20]. Gradual rule convey knowledge of the
form « the more/the less A, the more/the less B ». In our context, A and B are object
oriented metric. We thus propose to extract rules such as « the more/the less
Metrique1, the more/the less Metrique2…, the more/the less Metrique n », such that
these metrics characterize a defect X. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study
in the literature has paid attention to apply the extraction of gradual rules to the design
defects detection. In the following section, we recall the key concepts of gradual rules
mining.

Gradual Rules
We consider a data base defined on a schema containing m attributes (X1, …,Xm)
defined on domains dom(Xi) provided with a total order. A data set D is a set of mtuples of dom(X1),…,dom(Xm). In this scope, a gradual item is defined as a pair of
an attribute and a variation {+,-}.The gradual item Xn+¸ means that the attribute Xn is
increasing. It can be interpreted by the more A. A gradual itemset, or gradual tendency, is then defined as a non-empty set list of several gradual items.
For instance, the gradual itemset M =A+ B is interpreted as, the more A and the
less B. For example, the relation from Table 2 shows various items about disease
symptoms.

T1
T2
T3

Patients
P1
P2
P3

Temperature
37.8
38.2
38.1

Lymphocyte
32
17
15

Hemoglobin
14
10
16

Table 2. Disease symptoms

This table contains three tuples : {T1,T2,T3}, we study co-variations from one item
to another one, as for example the variation of the temperature and hemoglobin. Too
kinds of variations are considered: increasing variation and decreasing variation. Each
item will hereafter be considered twice: once to evaluate its increasing strength, and
once to evaluate its decreasing strength, using the + and - operators.
For example, let us consider the rule “The higher temperature and the higher hemoglobin then lower the lymphocyte” formalized by : R1= (Temperature + Hemoglobin + Lymphocyte -).
4.2

Mining gradual design defect rules

In this section, we present the extraction of gradual design defects rules. It is based on
the GRITE algorithm [10], for GRadualITemset Extraction. For each design flaw, we
identify the metric-based heuristics. The majority of works assign a threshold to each
metric. The quality of the solution depends on the number of detected defects in comparison to the expected ones in the base of examples. The main limitation of this approach is that it is difficult to find the best threshold.
To overcome this problem, we present another type of correlation between object
oriented metrics. To do so, we associate for each defect a metrics table; it represents
the different metrics values for each occurrence (Oi) of all defects extracted manually
from various projects (Pi). As example, we present in table 3 a part of the metrics
table for the defect Data Class. The Data class defect creates classes that passively
store data. Classes should contain data and methods to operate on that data.
Where, for a given class C we have:
PS: Package Size, NC: Number of Classes in the model, NOPM: Number Of Packages in the Model, NOC: Number Of Communications, is the number of messages
sent by the class C, NMSC: Number Of Messages for the Same Class, is the number

of internal messages from C to C, NCC: Number of Connected Classes, is the number
of classes that communicates with the class C and NCM: Number of connected messages, is the number of messages sent to the class C.

P1

P2

P3

O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8
O9

ATFD
03
02
04
02
05
06
04
05
02

NOM
15
10
08
13
14
09
16
17
13

NOA
08
05
10
07
08
11
13
12
12

PS
22
28
33
33
25
24
21
52
46

NC
57
57
113
113
113
113
113
368
368

NOPM
02
02
04
04
04
04
04
11
11

NOC
05
04
06
04
07
08
04
06
04

NMSC
03
02
09
07
08
04
07
06
05

NCC
02
01
00
04
04
06
09
03
05

NCM
01
00
01
02
06
05
08
04
02

Table 3. Data Class metrics

The GRITE algorithm gives the most frequent sequences of metrics using the minsupport threshold. Where, the minsupport threshold aims at discovering subsets of
items that occurs together at least a minsupport time in a database. If minsupport is
set to be too large, no itemsets will be generated, if minsupport is set to be too small,
huge number of itemsets will be generated. Fixing the minsupport threshold depend
on the specificities of the problem.
In the context on design defect detection, almost we don’t have a very large database comparing to other domains, that’s why we set a minsupport value to be more
than 0.5. It means that we will extract the gradual rules that occur at least in 50% of
the transactions. We can decrease the minsupport thresholds if the program generates
no rule, until having at least one rule.
4.3

Modeling design defects

Based on UML profile capabilities, we extend the UML metamodel to support and
model all key concepts used for the specifications of design defects. We model each
defect to create a catalogue of design flaws. We formalize a set of textual and informal design flaws description (avoiding any subjective interpretation) in a wellstructured model enclosing all necessary information to deal with design defect detection.
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Fig. 2. The UML profile

Defined Stereotypes
In this section, we detail the defined stereotypes illustrated in figure 2: RefactoringIndicator is a super-class modeling all possible refactoring indicators. The design
flows can be specialized as Antipattern, DesignPatternDefect, BadSmells.
Description contains a textual description of the design flaws. It represents the semantic aspect. The description stereotype is very helpful to understand the meaning of
the design defect and the context in which it can be identified.
Metric represents the set of metrics useful forsoftware measurement and design
flows detection. The measure of metrics is done over the static and/or dynamic UML
diagrams. The UMLDiagram stereotype represents the UML diagrams attached to the
metric concept. Each Design pattern defect is attached to a design pattern represented
by the stereotype DesignPattern. RefactoringRepository indicates the name of the
refactoring primitive, using the attribute PrimitiveName (For the design defects correction).
Figure 3 in the next section presents the UML class diagram of the Data Class defect.

5

Experiments

The experimentations concern the defects Blob, Lazy class, Data class, Feature Envy
and Lava flow, using three minsupport thresholds 0.5, 0.8 and 0.9. The Lazy class
defect occurs when class isn't doing enough to pay for itself. Every additional class
increases the complexity of a project. The Feature Envy defect occurs for methods
that make extensive use of another class and may belong in another class. And the
Lava flow defect represents the model elements that are not really used in the project
due to an overestimation of needs.
Minsupport
0.5

0.8

R1
R2
R3
R4

(ATFD+ PS+ NC+ NOPM-)
(ATFD+ NOM+ NOA- NCM+)
(ATFD+ NC+ NCM+ NCC+ NOM+)
(ATFD+ NMSC+ NOA- PS+ NC+)

R1
R2
R3

(NC+ NCC- ATFD- NCM- PS+)
(NCM- NOM – NC+ NCC- ATFD-)
(ATFD- NC+ NCM- NOPM- NOM-)

(NCM- NOM – NC+ NCC- ATFD-)
(NC+ NCC- ATFD- NCM- PS+)

Data class

R1
R2

(APM- ATFD- NC+ PS+ NCC-)
(NOM- PS+ NCC- NC+ NCM+)

(NOM- PS+ NCC- NC+ NCM+)

FeatureEnvy

R1

(NIC+ NMSMC- NC+ PS+ NOPM-)

No Rule

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

(NC+ NCC- ATFD- NCM- PS+)
(NCM- NOM – NC+ NCC- ATFD-)
(ATFD- NC+ NCM- NOPM- NOM-)
(NIC- NMSMC- CM- NOM+)
(NIC- CM- APM- NC+ NOPM+)

(NCM- NOM – NC+ NCC- ATFD-)
(NC+ NCC- ATFD- NCM- PS+)

Blob

Lazy class

Lava flow

No Rule

(NIC- CM- APM- NC+ NOPM+)

Table 4. Results

The Table 4 presents our results. We choose to select gradual design defect rules that
contain more than four metrics to guaranty significant results avoiding an overwhelming rule set. These results indicate the common conditions for the occurrence of a
design defect. We have better rules for high minsupport value 0.8, because the rule is
repeated at the majority of the defect occurrence (80%). We have lowest minsupport
threshold 0.5 guaranty that the extracted rules occurs in at least 50% of the detected
defects.
In our case, for a minsupport threshold equal to 0.9 we have no rules for all defects. We notice that the activity of design defects detection depends on the subjectivity of the designer. In fact, our research intends to help designer to improve the
quality of models by offering a set of gradual rules characterizing the context in
which could occur a design defect. All important information related to defects is now
represented using the UML profile. In figure 3 we present an example for the Data
Class defect.

« Bad smells »
Data Classes

« Description »
Classes that passively store data

Inter-classes
Comportemental

«Metrics »
NOM

«Metrics »
PS

«Metrics »
NC

« UMLDiagram »
Class Dagram

« Heuristic »
(NOM- PS+ NCC- NC+ NCM+)

«Metrics »
NCM

«Metrics »
NCC

« UMLDiagram »
Sequence diagrams

Fig. 3. Data Classes
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Conclusion

Several design defect detection techniques have been proposed. Most of existing
works relies on metrics rule-based detection, applied for the code level. However, it is
difficult to identify and express these symptoms as rules [17], since they are not formalized. It is also difficult to find the best threshold for metrics. This work raised
some interesting perspectives in order to detect design defects for model level based
on the evaluation of correlation of metrics co-variation instead of threshold. We have
also proposed an UML profile for design defect modeling. It fully supports design
defects modeling needs. It allows antipatterns and bad smells modeling with one unified language. Using the UML profile for design defects, we unify software designer
teams with a single and shared design defects specification.
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